DRUHY JÍZDENÍK A TARIF

Krátkodobé jízdenky
- dětka placená: 10 / 30 / 60 / 80 min
- přeprava v tarifní oblasti OSTRAVA XXL:
  - obecně
  - zlevněně

Zákrutové a zdeňové jízdenky
- bezplatná přeprava jediného zavazadla a psa
- přeprava v tarifní oblasti OSTRAVA XXL:
  - obecně
  - zlevněně

24-hour and 3-day tickets
- jeden item of luggage and dog transported free of charge,
  - on a前提: in the Ostrava XXL tariff area
- the opaska ticket 24-hour is invalid:
  - obecně
  - zlevněně

Sales: ticket vending machines, ticket stores, external vendors (marker with the ticket symbol).

PŘEPRAVA CESTUJÍCÍCH
TICKET TYPES AND THE TARIF

Short-term tickets:
- validity duration: 10 / 30 / 60 / 80 minutes;
- proceeds transfer in the OSTRAVA XXL tariff area;
- the任性: ticket is invalid:
  - obecně
  - zlevněně

24-hour and 3-day tickets:
- one item of luggage and dog transported free of charge,
  - proceeds transfer in the OSTRAVA XXL tariff area;
- the unmarked 24-hour ticket is invalid:
  - obecně
  - zlevněně

Sales: ticket vending machines, ticket stores, external vendors (marker with the ticket symbol).

Comment:
A) Extended ticket validity on weekends (Sat + Sun) and public holidays: 1) from 30 to 45 minutes, 2) from 60 to 90 minutes, 3) from 70 to 90 minutes.
B) Extended validity of normal 24-hour and 3-day tickets: valid on weekends (Sat + Sun), public holidays and weekdays in July and August for up to five passengers (max. 2 persons over 15 years, and in combinations: 1) 2 persons over 15 years and up to three children from 6 to 15 years-of-age, 2) 1 person over 15 years and up to four children from 6 to 15 years-of-age, 3) a group of up to five children from 6 to 15 years-of-age.
C) It can be purchased: 1) for ODIDAS with a valid long-term ticket or a single electronic ticket, 2) for a contactless card.
D) The MĚSTO Ostrava tariff area consists of zones 77, 76, 75, 74, 73, 72, 71, 70, 69, 68, 67, 66, 65, 64, 63, 62, 61, 60, 59, 58, 57, 56, 55, 54, 53, 52, 51, 50, 49, 48, 47, 46, 45, 44, 43, 42, 41, 40, 39, 38, 37, 36, 35, 34, 33, 32, 31, 30, 29, 28, 27, 26, 25, 24, 23, 22, 21, 20, 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.
E) You can also purchase 24-hour paper tickets in the so-called NETWORK-WIDE variant. Details in the OPO Tariff.
F) Tickets purchased at the ticket vending machines are valid upon purchase - VALID FROM THE MOMENT OF PURCHASE, NOT DESIGNATED for the designer in the station. Tickets sold in ticket stores can be purchased with immediate or deferred validity.
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